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To study on the gamma cascade and the exited 
intermediate levels schemata of 153Sm, 182Ta, 59Ni and 

239U by method of summation of coincident pulses 
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Tran Tuan Anh, Pham Ngoc Son, Sukhovoj A.M and Nguyen Xuan Hai 

Vietnam Atomic Energy Commission 

Abstract: In this project, in order to strengthen the ability of research of nuclear data 
and nuclear structure on the neutron beam at Dalat Research Reactor, a spectrometer of 
summation of coincident pulses (SACP) was installed, it is used to study the gamma 
cascades of  59Ni, 153Sm, 182Ta and 239U. The results are used for postgraduate education. 

I. The objects 

- To increase the quality and the matters of tangential channel of neutron, 

- To better the SACP spectrometer in the tangential channel of neutron, 

- To experiment on data measurement with 59Ni, 153Sm, 182Ta and 239U isotopes 
by SACP spectrometer, 

- To calculate models theory for above nuclei, 

- To train postgraduate students. 

a. Neutron beam and shielding equipments 

To choice a best method to increse the cadmium ratio from 70 to 800, and reduce 
the background of gamma ray and neutron for spectrometer. To survey and to evaluate 
the ability to make cold neutron in the Dalat research reactor. 

b. Spectrometer 

To complete the SACP spectrometer with two electronic modules of 474 fast 
filter timming model, and to calibrate the spectrometer, and to find the specific 
parameters. 

c. Study objects 

To experiment in the tangential neutron channel with SACP spectrometer in 
order to collect the data of gamma cascade decay from reaction of isotopes such as 58Ni, 
152Sm, 181Ta and 238U with thermal neutrons. 

d. Data analysis and cooperations 

Computing for data analysis and theory calculation, that were done by scientists 
with help of (n,2gamma) group of Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics. The results 
such as intensities, level densities, and model caculations were represented at special of 
national conference and international conference. 

e. Training 

The results of project have helped posgraduate students on with doing of theses, 
many of them had succesfully to graduate in experimental nuclear physics. 
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II. The contents 

- To choice a best way to increse the cadmium ratio from 70 to 800, and reduce 
the background of gamma ray and neutron for spectrometer. To survey and to 
evaluate the ability to make cold neutron in the Dalat research reactor. 

- To complete the SACP spectrometer with two electronic modules of 474 fast 
filter timming model, to calibrate the spectrometer, and to find the specific 
parameters. 

- To experiment in the tangential neutron channel with SACP spectrometer in 
order to collect the data of gamma cascade decay from reaction of isotopes 
such as 58Ni, 152Sm, 181Ta and 238U with thermal neutrons. 

- Computing for data analysis were done by scientists with help of research 
group of two steps cascade (TSC) of Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, 
that in order to find new experimental information about intensities, level 
densities,... of selected isotopes. 

- To calculate nuclear structure parameters according to model theories for 
selected isotopes. 

III. The methods 

- To base on the method was done in Dubna but to use the new models of 
electronic devices. 

- To use nitrogen liquid and other materials in order to increase the cadmium 
ratio. 

- To use the statistical tools and the model theories to explain the measured 
data. 

IV. The results 

  
Pig. 1. The SACP spectrometer                  

at the tangential channel neutron. 
Fig. 2. A part of the gamma spectrum of 

149Sm(n,γ)150Sm reaction with thermal neutron. 
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1. Basis experiment: 

- The beam shutter was renewed, the control equipment by hand was changed 
by electric control equipment. 

- The shielding and the collimators equipments with are suitable for study of 
gamma cascades according to measure (n,2γ) reaction were made. 

- The SACP spectrometer was installed successfully. This is very important 
spectrometer to explain the study experiments of nuclear data and nuclear structure with 
high accuracy and precision. At the same time it is basis of developing of multi purpose 
spectrometers in the neutron beam at Dalat Research reactor. 

- The computer codes for data analysis was written by objects language under 
Windows operator system. 

2. Data processing results: 

- The data of intensities of gamma cascades of four isotopes were obtained; it 
was analyzed, exchanged, and resented. 

- The experimental analysis results of 36Cl have showed that quite unlike the 
prediction of model theory, and it exceed the limit of errors. 

- The experimental analysis results were compared with data of ENSDF library 
and others laboratory, it affirmed that the works were done successfully. 

- The two postgraduate students and many of graduate students have done thersis 
in this field, and have successfully. 

V. Conclusions 

The study method of summation of coincident pulses was explained 
successfully, it has been using to research on gamma cascades in order to study nuclear 
data and nuclear structure on the neutron beam at Dalat Research Reactor. 

The successful works show the high ability to research on nuclear structure with 
high techniques. The project has make useful facilities to Dalat Nuclear Research 
Reactor, it have created a good potential for research on experiment nuclear 
spectroscopy, and study on nuclear structure at Dalat Nuclear Research Institute. It has 
been making good conditions for postgraduate education in experimental nuclear 
physics. 

We would like to thank the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Vietnam 
Atomic Energy Commission, the Dalat Nuclear Research Institute for kind supports and 
for great encouragements to this project.  
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